
" EVERY AFRICAN CAN DANCE" is one of the more irritating popular
cliches about Africa. But like many emotional generalisations it is
based on the intuition of a reality at a different level. Dance is a
prilnary art in Africa, it is central to ritual, ceremony and enter
tainment and is an accepted part of life at all levels of society. This
is not the case in Europe. When Martha Graham \von an inter
national award as one of the great creative choreographers of the
century she received half the award, for dance in Europe is regarded
as not completely respectable nor given the same status as literature
or sculpture.

In traditional African societies I have found a serious concern,
not only with the content, but with the form and technical skill of
dance performance, whereas a piece of sculpture is valued for its
function in a particular context and there is little concern for its
aesthetic qualities as such.

Dance is regarded as a necessary and important activity. 1\
Shango priest of Western Nigeria often starts his vocation at the
age of ten or twelve years and his dance is inseparable frol)1 his
ritual life. He is usually a dancer of outstanding ability and his
performance uses a technical mastery of movement with a delicacy
of precision and a ,veaIth of dramatic quality I have seldom seen
equalled on any stage. But his dance functions as a vital part of a
religious ritual and it cannot be transferred to a modem stage.

This transference has been attempted in various ways \vith
different types of traditional dance, usually with abysmal results.
In some cases the dancers have been taken out of their social setting
and required to repeat the dance as a purely theatrical performance.
Invariably it loses its original qualities for a sham theatricality· all
too familiar in companies of traditional dancers which tour Europe
and America. In other cases young theatrical performers are taught
the movement of a traditional dance and perform it as an imitation
of the original. Again, the essential elements vvhich motivated the
dance are missing and the result falls far short of the actual dance:
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It is completely out of line with African tradition
to take a dance which has served a social or
religious function and place it on a modern stage
as it stands or shortened ... modern theatre needs
dance works specifically created for it.

at best it becomes little more than a display of physical culture and
at worst the uncontrolled orgiastic performances that pass for
African dance in European night-clubs. These have led to the
misconceptions of African dance as \vild, undisciplined and lacking
in design, whereas precision and strength of form are typical of
good dancing in Africa.

HERE IS A PROBLEM. Most African societies are changing with a
dizzy rapidity. With the introduction of modern industry come
forms of communication and entertainment which have originated
in Europe: radio, television, modern theatre, film, studios and art
galleries. Are they to be filled with exports from Europe or
imitations of European products? How much of what is vital in
traditional culture will survive and in what form? Will these
facilities be used in African terms? What is the role to be played
in art and drama schools and cultural centres which are fast mush
rooming into existence? What techniques should they teach or
encourage? Is there a meeting point between the traditional arts
and the new forms-how can they be related? I would say, by
following the true African tradition.

Traditionally the arts owe their forms to the purpose they fulfil.
Dancing is an expression of a way of life. The people of a com
munity gather to watch, or be part of, an activity which states and
restates their identity. They know the dance and are there to see
it performed as fits the occasion, such as a dance that is staged by a
particular age-group and gives expression and further cohesion to
this type of social organisation. This does not mean that the form
of the dance remains static. When a new purpose for a dance
arises, a new dance is created: as when a new chief of a town in
Mid-Western Nigeria extended his palace and decided that he
needed a dance group to entertain his visitors. If a new element is
introduced into a society the established dance evolves to meet this
need : as, when a new masquerade mask is carved, the dance often
changes to accommodate it. Modem theatre provides a new function
for dance and its related arts. It is completely out of line with
African tradition to take a dance \vhich has served a social or
religion function and place it on a modern stage as it stands, or
shortened in an arbitrary manner to fit in with the needs of a
programme.

A traditional dance as part of a festival usually develops over a
number of hours and a programme of dances over a number of
days. To cut this down to an exact timing is to frustrate the
performance by working against the rhythm in which the performer
gives of his best, so destroying the very nature of the dance. In
modern theatre one of the chief elements of entertainment for the
audience lies in the unexpected : experiencing something unfamiliar
or having a familiar experience illuminated in a new way. This
requires a particular orientation on the part of the performer. He
has an exactly defined time and space and an unfamiliar audience
,vith vvhom to establish contact, these are elements the director must
use and respect in building his \vork. Modern theatre needs dance
\vorks specifically created for it. Ne\v theatre in Africa requires
writers, directors, choreographers and performers who are trained
in, and work specifically for, the theatre: not edited or rehashed
versions of performances designed for a totally different setting.
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To work in this way is to respect, rather than destroy, tradition.

THE SERPENT AND THE CRESCE~JT

'Traces the hi3tory of the "'Jest .6.frican people from early tin~es to
the establishment of European domillation.'--fnternaticnal Affairs.

TI-tE LIGHT CONTINENT
By U. R. Ehrenfels. A. brilliant and compassionate study of East
African society which is large'y m~triiineal,and race tensions in
the area.

Afri Ca/6lmportant Studies

THE EFFICIENT RECORDING of traditional dances -is of immense
value to the choreographer as well as to specialists in the· study of
African culture. Th~ most useful and reliable method of recording
is on film as it shows the actual movements in performance rather
than relying on the observation and analysis of an expert using a
dance notation or any other descriptive technique ,which might not
cover the full range ,of kinaesthetic elements. Film leaves each
observer free to make ·his own analysis or assessme~t of the dance.
But the documentary filming of a traditional dance is essentially of
academic interest. I t is not a ",Tay of preserving the dance in
performance. Dancing cannot be filmed as an art unless it is
redesigned for this medium, which is not possible in a traditional
context. Live dancing is essentially an ephemeral art, change and
development are its nature. To attempt to treat dances as n1useum
pieces in any way is to destroy theIn.

The potentially professio11al perforlners in Nigerian theatre are
young people living in to\vns and cities "There they have no contac1
with the traditional training in the perfOl'lTIing arts. N evertheless~

their talent, particularly for dance and moveIi1ent J far exceeds theil
equivalent in Europe. There is probably lTIOre theatre \vork develop
ing in Nigeria than anywhere else in Africa. There are excellenl
play\vrights, led by Wole Soyinka) \vho ranges fron1 political satire
to ~!orks of imaginative syn1bolism which combine poetry, dance anc
music ,vith fascinating possibilities for visual presentation. Th(
performances of his companies, first the 1960 Masks and no\v tht
Orisun Players are rich in his in1aginative use of m.ovenlcnt anc
dance as ele!l1ents of theatre production.

In Africa there has not been the soecialisation of theatre tech·
niques into separate compartments of.Lballet) Inilne, opera, literar~
theatre and orchestral n1usic. The traditional and new \vorks canT
bine these in an easy relationship. 1-'nere are three fully prof'=-ssiona
so-called folk opera companies touring \\1estern Nigeria, \vho per
forn1 in Yoruba. Dura Ladipo, \vhos~ company is p~rfonTIing a
the Commonwealth Arts Festival in Britain this year, dr2.matise
the history and mythology of the 'x'"oruba people, making inventiv
use of traditional dance, n1usic, costume and poetry in theatrica
ter~ns. Kola Ogunmola combines these eleme;ts ir{ a completeI'
different style, in plays dealing v\'~-ith tragi-comic social siwation
centering round him~elf as an actor and n1ime of rell1arkabl
quality. The University of Ibadan School of Dralna has starte l

\vork o:-! theatrical dance vvith the production of dance dramas. A
enterprising E1usical play Danda adapted by Geoffrey AXVlorth
from Cl novel by Nken1 N\vanlnvo toured r-Jigeria on a travellin
stage e:::.rly this YC::lr. Akin Euba C0111pOS._d excjt.ing ffil!sic for tIles
prod1lctions using traditional instrunlents and thelnes in a ne,v wa'

Every year sees the development of original work and youn
companies \vhich I hope \vill persllade pr01TIoters of J\Jrican theatrt
to think in terms of ne,:'v \vorks in and from Africa, father tha
degrade traditional dancers in unsuitable the2trical performances. 4

patterns which are of the culture. In this way what is traditional
n1akes a vital contrib4tion to new work rather than being artificially
preserved. This work needs artists of vision and imagination with
the technical skill to build new forms. To teach outworn techniques
from other cultures is simply to chitter up a~ open stage with dead
wood.

447 Strand,

London'vV.C.2Asia Pub!ish~ng House,

-rhree by K. Madhu Panik~a~': REVOLUTION IN AFR~CA

Analyses the growth of nationalism a:ld the emergence of nev,",
ijjdepe~,dent states in Africa. A highlight;s the case study of
Guinea as a one-party state.

ANGOLA IN FLAMES
Portuguese coionialism in Ango!a and Mozambique is eX6.rr:1ned in
relation to SOUt'1 Africa and Rhodesia.

GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS IN AFRICA
By T. O. Elias, Federal Minister of J~stice, Nigeria. 'A '1a:uable
survey of the historical background and contemporary problems of
politics in Africa'.-Iniernatfonal Review of Sccial History.

AN !NTRODUCTI-ON TO THE AFRICAN ECOr~OrV~Y

By J. C. de Graft..Johnson. 'Based on extensive know!edoe of
African conditio~s!.-BritishBock fJews. v

DANCING IN EUROPE IS lv1AINLY theatrical, there is little folk dancing
\vhich retains vitality or character to compare with its equival~nt

in Africa. The theatrical dance techniques are highly formalised
and there have been attelnpts to use them as a basis for training in
Africa. The forms and techniques of classical ballet evolved from
the rarefied attitudes of court life in the European capitals of the
17th and 18th centuries and bear no relation to the movements of
people living in Africa today. In fact they bear so little relation to
people living in Europe that they urgently need life from other
sources in order to survive.

American contemporary dance O\VCS much of its vitality to basic
movement techniques from .l\.frican and \Vest Indian dancing. This
points to the fact that Africa has such a wealth and variety of dance
forms that it is superfluous to look to other cultures for material or
methods of training. Theatrical techniques need to be developed, but
the basic material to feed this development is thick on the ground.

The building of methods of training is in itself a creative work,
and here traditional dance movements form a rich source of
reference. In using them it is necessary ror the choreographer to
recognise the essential elelnents of a dance movenlent, and to break
it down into its technical elements as exercises \vhicn can be used
to train potential performers and directors. The choreographer can
thus provide a basis for nevvT \vorks ,vhich will have kinaesthetic
meaning for their audiences in that they are related to moven1ent


